
Turn me over, there's more on the back

AGE 8+ MINUTES 15+ PLAYERS 3+

Draw My Face is the game of teeny tiny masterpieces! Race to draw  
the best - or funniest - portraits of friends and family. The catch?  
You have just 60 seconds and a bunch of challenge cards to mix  
things up. The portrait that gets the most love at the end is declared  
the winning masterpiece and admired by all!

Split the challenge cards into their six categories: Hidden talents,  
Artistic style, Big changes, What am I made of?, Who am I?, and Really 
weird! Put them down where everyone can reach. Next, give everyone  
a pencil and a few teeny-tiny pieces of paper. Finally, set a one-minute 
timer on your phone or stopwatch… ideally, one that beeps!

SET UP

You all take turns being the model. Since you’re reading this, you can be 
the model first! Choose TWO different category piles, and take the top card 
from BOTH. Look at the two challenges – and decide which one to use.

Everyone else is an artist. They have just ONE MINUTE to draw the model, 
as described on the chosen challenge card. For example, ‘Draw me with 
your weaker hand’, ‘Draw me as a robot’ or ‘Draw me made out of circles’.

When the time is up, all the artists put their portraits in front of the model… 
Remember, that’s you in this first round. The model must find something 
nice to say about each one - this could be easy or a bit of a challenge!

Ceremoniously lay out all the portraits in a gallery area (if you have 
enough space). It’s then the next person’s turn to be the model.

HOW TO PLAY

AIM



Continued

When everyone has been the model TWICE, it’s time to choose your 
favourite portraits! Give every player THREE star tokens – or just  
two if you’re playing with more than six people.

Now put your star tokens on your three favourite portraits...  
These can be portraits of anyone, but they can’t be pictures you drew. 
After everyone’s voted, the portrait with the most stars WINS and is 
declared a priceless artwork!

Stay in touch and get an instant discount  
on your next game when you join the family  
at gamelygames.com

LET'S BE FRIENDS

DRAW?

WINNING

In the event of a tie, you – as reader of the rules – get to pick the winner.  
Congratulate the artist, then ceremoniously stick the winning masterpiece 
on your fridge. Be sure to take a photo and share it with us on Instagram  
@gamelygames - we’ll be sending out prizes to our favourites!
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